
Disclaimer
This presentation does not constitute a recommendation regarding opening a TallyMoney Account.
This presentation does not purport to be all-inclusive or to contain all the information that a potential TallyMoney 
Account holder may desire to have in evaluating whether or not to open a TallyMoney Account.
 
No warranty or representation is given by or on behalf of the Company (Tally Central Ltd and/or TallyMoney UK 
Ltd) nor its directors, employees, agents, and advisors as to the accuracy or completeness of the information or 
opinions contained in this presentation and no liability is accepted by any of them for any such information or 
opinions. 

The information and opinions contained in this presentation are provided as at the 15th of May 2024.
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We believe people should have access to money that holds its value and remains in their control.

This is fundamental to individual wellbeing and promotes savings and productivity in society.

TallyMoney is an asset-based monetary system and payments technology that protects people from, 
and works seamlessly with, the fiat currency fractional-reserve banking system.



What is Money

3 Key Elements:

⤏ A store of value

⤏ A medium of exchange

⤏ A unit of account
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What is Money
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Fiat - a Poor Store of Value
20 Years of Fiat Currency Measured in Gold

US Dollar has lost 83.36% of value

Pound has lost 87.05% of value

Indian Rupee has lost 90.33% of value

Indonesian Rupiah has lost 91.70% of value

Euro has lost 81.37% of value

Gold
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Gold price measured in GBP
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Gold price measured in GBP
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Gold price measured in GBP
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Gold price measured in GBP
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But what’s really going on here…
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GBP price measured in Gold
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GBP price measured in Gold
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GBP price measured in Gold
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GBP price measured in Gold
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⤏ All fiat (i.e. government central bank issued) currency 
is a debt obligation and devalued by design

⤏ The banking system is a lending system that protects and 
benefits the bank, to the detriment of the individual

⤏ Deposits are put at risk and savings are devalued by inflation

⤏ Depositors are at risk of bank debt default contagion, and 
expropriation of individual depositor’s funds (bail-in).

⤏ Gold is a great store of value, 
but a poor medium of exchange and unit of account

⤏ Cryptocurrencies are not easily understood, not trusted and 
not reliable.

⤏ Global banking cross-border payments technology is 
decades old, convoluted, time consuming and costly.

Problem
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⤏ Best of both worlds - the trusted stable store of value that is gold, 
with real-time medium of exchange and monetary unit of account

⤏ Full reserve monetary system with tangible asset-based money    
(as opposed to debt-based fiat currency)

⤏ Customers use milligrams of physical gold for deposits, transfers, 
saving and spending in an everyday account with debit card

⤏ Easy to understand how the money in their account derives its value
(each tally is 1 milligram of the customer’s vaulted physical gold)

⤏ Customers already know how to use it (Smartphone App,  individual 
International Bank Account Numbered account, 
Debit Mastercard, EFT, PoS, ATM)

Solution
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⤏ Customer gold protected by Security Trustee Arrangement with 
FCA-licensed trustee, Woodside Corporate Services Ltd, (FCA ref. 
467652) in the unlikely event Tally Central Ltd ceases trading.

⤏ E-money IBAN accounts issued under E-Money Institution, 
Transact Payments Limited (FCA ref. 900864).

⤏ Jurisdictional legal opinion obtained as part of assessing regulatory 
requirements and advertising limitations in each jurisdiction.

⤏ Regulatory AML strategy sees Tally able to offer a closed payment 
system, and Tally’s platform technology enables design of 
rules-based limits e.g. on customer risk categories, merchants, 
transaction values and frequency.

Protections & Regulations
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Savings

TallyMoney has the highest net 

return compared to high street 

and building society current and 

savings accounts.
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Uk-specific market and tax 

information
TallyMoney

Current 
accounts

Easy access 
savings 

accounts

1 year 
fixed

2 year 
fixed

5 year 
fixed

Interest rate
excluding promotional offers

10.56%* pa 
(Average annual 

uplift against pounds 
since 2000)

0% pa
1.4% pa - 4.1% 

pa
4.15% pa - 
5.05% pa

4.0% pa -
4.7% pa

3.2% pa - 
4.0% pa

Fixed FX rate and
gold handling fee 1.49% 0% pa  0% pa 0% pa 0% pa 0% pa

Account keeping fee 0.5% pa
(min £3 per month) 

0% pa 0% pa 0% pa 0% pa 0% pa

Net return
8.57%* pa 0% pa

1.4% pa - 4.1% 
pa

4.15% pa - 
5.05% pa

4.0% pa -
4.7% pa

3.2% pa - 
4.0% pa

No penalty for early 
withdrawals

Instant access

If your account provider 
fails - savings protection Unlimited

Up to 
£85,000

Up to
£85,000

Up to 
£85,000

Up to 
£85,000

Up to 
£85,000

If your account provider 
fails - claims process and 
timings

Automatic payout 
within 7 business 

days (1% fee would 
apply)

3-12 months for financial reconstruction, then 7 days from successful claim

Tax free threshold £3,000 £500 £500 £500 £500 £500

Tax rate
Based on uk higher rate 
taxpayer

20% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40%
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In the Press

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10060647/Nearly-people-aged-25-34-stash-cash-home-no-longer-trust-banks-study-finds.html?ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490&ito=1490
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10060647/Nearly-people-aged-25-34-stash-cash-home-no-longer-trust-banks-study-finds.html?ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490&ito=1490
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/saving/article-9794787/Should-look-Tallys-gold-linked-account-beat-inflation.html
https://www.thisismoney.co.uk/money/saving/article-9794787/Should-look-Tallys-gold-linked-account-beat-inflation.html
https://thefintechtimes.com/tally-the-future-of-savings-lies-in-physical-asset-based-currency/
https://www.express.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/1595547/cash-gold-investing-bank-account-tally
https://www.express.co.uk/finance/personalfinance/1595547/cash-gold-investing-bank-account-tally
https://www.cityam.com/exclusive-city-boss-puts-staff-on-gold-payroll-to-beat-inflation-it-did-not-make-sense-to-pay-them-in-pounds/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L54Sxmjruso
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-10060647/Nearly-people-aged-25-34-stash-cash-home-no-longer-trust-banks-study-finds.html?ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490&ito=1490
https://financialit.net/news/payments/new-golden-era-money-revolutionary-new-banking-platform-money-designed-protect-and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SGfroH61_4Q&t=23s


www.tallymoney.com
support@tallymoney.com 

22 NW Works, 135 Salusbury Rd, London NW6 6RJ
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